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From the Executive Director's Desk:

Approximately five years ago, ISLA joined the Council for American Private Education (CAPE), recognizing how 
important it was for Islamic schools to "have a seat at the table" at which important discussions and advocacy 
efforts regarding private education occur. 

Further, since COVID-19 hit, ISLA has regularly participated in State CAPE biweekly and weekly meetings, the 
national biannual CAPE board meeting, and weekly National Association of Independent School (NAIS) meetings 
(which were available to us due to our CAPE membership). These gatherings allowed ISLA to further disseminate 
time-sensitive information to Islamic school leaders, facilitating our schools' ability to tap into financial resources 
and health and safety information that had an immediate and direct impact on Islamic schools' ability to provide 
continuous educational services to our students while ensuring their health and safety.

In this report, you will find notes from the main sessions of the Spring 2022 CAPE meeting, with heavy discussion 
on the implications of being a recipient of federal financial aid. I hope that this information is beneficial, and I invite 
school leaders, board members and other supporters of Islamic schools to reach out to me for further discussion 
on any of these topics. 

Our engagement at CAPE is only possible due to Allah's will and the generous support and donations of ISLA 
member schools, organizations and donors. Thank you for your support!

With gratitude,
Shaza Khan, PhD
Executive Director
Islamic Schools League of America
www.theisla.org | info@theisla.org



A. Dan, attorney with Equity Forward:

i. Need to ask:

Is this money that has conditions attached to it? 

• If “yes,” need to understand what are those strings

• Is this money subject to federal cross-cutting non-discrimination statutes (Title IX, Title VI, Section
504, Age Discrimination Act) Statutes set up to govern federal financial aid + other statutes

• Most fed agencies that spend money have their own regulations too (i.e. what FFA means for Title IX …)
those regulations are generally uniform (DOJ oversees much of this to ensure uniformity across
di�erent aspects of gov’t)

Analysis starts at cross cutting non-discrimination statutes, but there may be more… 

STATE & NATIONAL
CAPE MEETING

SUNDAY, MARCH 13

I. Session I: What does it mean to be a recipient of federal financial aid (FFA)?

Panelists: Dan Balserak, Kristin Smith (Fisher Phillips), George Tryfiates 

ii. Direct + Indirect Federal Financial Assistance:

• Distinction is whether the beneficiary made a genuine & independent choice about where the funds get
spent (i.e. if the parents choose the school, then the schools are considered indirect recipients)

• Examples:

• Indirect: vouchers

• Direct: usually grants & contracts

• Non-Discrimination Statutes can apply to both direct & indirect

• Di�erence:

• Direct: congress & regulatory agencies have generally prohibited use for explicitly religious
activities (i.e. religious instruction)

• Indirect: You generally can engage in those religious activities
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B. Kristin: Attorney who represents private school & independent work (secular); represents schools that
are secular, religious of all denominations

i. Implications for religious schools can be di�erent

Statutes state explicitly that the funding is not FFA, but this is rare!

ii. Concerns re: FFA

a. Many schools that didn’t take FFA took PPA. Statutes that they need to be aware of/in compliance with:

• Age Discrimination Act (not very concerning for K-12 schools)

• Title XI: Civil Rights Act: Can’t discrimination based on race, national origin or color, but ELL was
sometimes an issue because they were unable to support those students with an ELL teacher

• Section 504 of Rehabilitation Act: Prohibits discrimination based on disability: no religious exemption

• If a child can be accommodated with “minor adjustments,” you may not discriminate against
them in admissions/services

• Mandates accessibility requirements

• Title IX: Includes athletics, classes & curriculum: Cannot discriminate based on sex

• Potential areas of concern:

• Courses o�ered based on sex (class for boys / girls separately), or athletics˜  i.e. consider:
not just if you o�er the same things for both boys and girls, but are budget allocations equal?

• Includes sexual orientation & gender identity

• In schools where this is inconsistent with religious tenants… there is a religious
exemption. Two qualifiers:

• It has to be inconsistent with your religious tenants

• You may need to apply for the religious exemption prior to the claim
(esp under Democratic presidents)

• Requires your school to have a designated Title IX coordinator

• Specific guidelines/protocol need to be in place, i.e. coordinator who is able to
receive & investigate complaints in compliance with Title IX guidelines

CAPE Board Members with Cardona - Photo courtesy of US  Department of Education



b. Need to understand which agency is administering the FFA, because the dpt administering it triggers
different things:

• i.e. FFA administrated by DOE: FERPA triggered

• How we store, disclose info about our students

• More notice required to families

• Gives parents & students access to records that we don’t always give them access to

• Time that “FFA” status applies:

• While you are receiving it

• But also what you used it for:

• PPP: Mortgage use - life of building

iii. “Assurance of compliance”: When you receive FFA: You sign “Assurance of compliance”

• May describe the funding period

• But there are tricky ways that the funding period can end up not being the actual limit

Dr. Shaza Khan (ISLA), Sufia Azmat (CISNA),
Habeeb Quadri (IL CAPE) attending CAPE meeting in March 2022

Michael S. (CAPE Executive Director) with Miguel Cardona 
(USDE) Photo courtesy of US  Department of Education
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C. George Tryfiates, Association of Christian Schools International (ACSI)

• Private schools: Independence, for religious schools—rooted in faith

i. Private schools should ask two questions when considering funding opportunities:

1. Does it count as FFA?

2. What are the strings attached?

ii. Your task: Limiting risk/exposure

a. If you accept FFA, follow all the federal rules (general + specifics)

b. Need to understand how do the exemptions apply (i.e. religious exemptions)

c. How can you get the benefit while limiting the risk:

• Examples of how to obtain benefit from FFA while limiting risk:

• ERATE: If vendor direct bills FCC, you’re not the direct recipient of FFA

• Get the county to give you the actual product (i.e. bucket of sanitizer vs getting the $ to buy
the sanitizer)

iii. FFA rules/strings can also always change after the fact.

a. Regulations, legislation, court rulings can change

iv. If a federal program has a way around FFA, then private religious schools are more likely to participate

v. Title IX: Possible changes in the future:

a. Likely under Biden, need to apply proactively for religious exemption was used to create “shame list” –
where DOE published the list of schools that applied for this

b. And at State level there may be disclosure requirements (i.e. schools have to tell parents that their
school has applied for this exemption)

vi. Religious Exemption:

a. In order to be accepted for this religious exemption, you have to say/prove you are controlled by a
religious organization

i. Trump admin explained what it means “controlled by a religious organization”

ii. Currently these are going to be revised & may make it harder to establish that you are “controlled
by” a religious org
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CAPE Board Meeting, March 2022 - Photo courtesy of US  Department of Education

D. Question & Answer:

Q: Nonprofit Security Grants: 

Jim: If you take that for security cameras, wiring—would you be an FFA for the life of the security system?

Q: 504: To what degree are you required to write 504 plans? 

• Kristin: Advised schools to write up “learning support plans” for students whose docs may have
suggested some specific accommodations

• You can still admit students who meet your requirements, but once they are there you have to serve them

• As long as it is not unduly burdensome for a student who is for example, deaf, you have to provide a
sign language interpreter

Q: Title Funding Programs:

• You’re not direct recipients

• Equitable Services: Designed to allow religious schools to also receive/use the funds

• When you receive services from the LEA is doing it is not FFA (the LEA is doing the buying & purchasing)

Q: Is USDA $ FFA?

Has been litigated (PA- yes, it subjects you to Title IX & Title IV)

Q: What is the risk of non-compliance with the statutes?

Law suit Complaint submitted to the US gov’t (rare) (i..e Title IX non-compliance can go to o�ce of civil
rights—subject to lose the funds & pay legal funds $$$$)



More Free Resources: 

• Sign up for Fisher Phillips Client Alert; can ask them to do a client alert for something you need more info on

• Can always do a webinar for your association (typically free)

• Congressional Research Service (free—might have something on the subject of FFA)

II. Session II: Discussion on following topics:

a) Interacting with Legislators and Other Policymakers

b) Forming a unified message about value of private education across the states

c) Utilizing social media

a. Bethel Christian vs. State of MD:

i. Judge ruled in favor of Bethel Christian—was deemed discriminatory language in their handbook
(i.e. gender is determined at birth, marriage is between male and female; even though they don’t
discriminate in admissions on the basis of gender identity/sexual orientation)—penalized by MD and
had to pay back $100K (from school choice program) to the state.

ii. Judge recently overturned it on 1st Amendment because you cannot penalize them for their
speech.

iii. Lesson: Best way to mitigate risk is to state that you are putting in these rules due to religious
tenants (i.e. explicitly including statements of faith with the religious text reference)

BOOST MD is MD’s school choice program

• BOOST Advisory Board is asking people to send their handbooks

• BOOST exists in state budget but doesn’t exist in the law

• MD State Dpt of Ed currently allows advisory board governance capability

• In this case, it seems explicitly writing that something is being done at the school due to religious
reasons can create a non-compliance concern from the advisory board overseeing the school
choice program!

• LESSON: It’s not simple and every state, situation, time will dictate di�erent best practices

b. Messaging—what’s the best way to communicate to general public, across party lines the question of:
Why is it important to sustain religious/private school organizations with federal support?

• Possible responses (from around the CAPE board table):

• Diversity

• US was founded on the free exercise of faith: we have schools that are within our faith; if a student/
family doesn’t find favor in the public schools then they should be able to have access to schools

• The contributions that religious nonprofits make back into society & the students we are equipping
to give back to society

• Free choice that parents are making
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Habeeb Quadri (IL STATE CAPE Rep) - Photo courtesy of US  Dept of Ed

• Liberal argument: public schools aren’t educating our children properly—continue to be
marginalized, textbooks, state tests etc perpetuate the inequalities; schools built on the values –
social, religious, political—support the holistic development of students

• We are saving the state and local school district by our mere existence

• Every kid that we educate the state doesn’t have to pay to educate…

• If the private school kids went back into the public schools, it would further overwhelm the
already overwhelmed public schools

• True in rural, urban & suburban

Arguments against religious private schools getting federal funds: 

• We are not held accountable (ie state tests not req’d)

• Until public schools are fully funded private schools shouldn’t be funded

MN: benefits follow students: Busing, textbooks, counseling



I. Session I: School Choice

Sponsor: Synergy Partners: Tax credit incentive firm (Employer Retention Credit)

Panelist: Jason Bedrick 

Who’s Afraid of School Choice: Examining the validity & intensity of predictions by school choice opponents 

a. What is the most common argument against school choice?

• Takes funds from public schools

• School choice will destroy public education

b. States with oldest school choice (by order of years with schools choice)-

Below: % of statewide students attending / using school choice option

AZ- 6.6% (vouchers, tax credits or educational savings accounts)

FL- 5.5%

WI- 27.5% (Milwaukee)/ 4.5% statewide

IN- 3.8% statewide

OH- 12% Cleveland/ 5% statewide

c. Education Freedom Index: Wolf, Greene, Ladner, Paul (March 2021)

• Education Freedom & Student Achievement: Is more school choice associated with higher state-level
performance on the NAEP?

• “Strong & statistically significant association is clear between education freedom & both academic
scores & academic gains”

• Test scores higher & higher over time

• 28 studies have looked at competitive e�ects of school choice program in specific city & states

• 25 find modest but statistically significant gains

Florida has the highest school choice program in the country

“…As public schools are more exposed to private school choice, their students experience increasing 
benefits as the program scales up.”

In school choice, study finds that children who are struggling in the public schools are the ones whose parents 
move them to another school

MONDAY, MARCH 14, 2022
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Panelist: Patrick J. Wolf

Private Education: Crime, Attainment & Civics Effects 

Incentive + Ability

Private schools seek to nurture whole child

Have greater freedom to establish moral ecology

Accountable to parents to do it—not just gov’t test scores

Study on Civic Outcomes of students in private schools (compared with public schools) 

1. Political Tolerance: willingness to extend constitutional rights to disliked groups

2. Political Participation- involvement in civic activities

3. Civic Knowledge & Skills- Familiarity with the workings of gov’t and ability to communicate with o�cials

4. Volunteerism & Social Capital- unpaid involvement in one’s community
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• GEER allows flexible spending – can be given to any education institution (i.e. school or nonprofit such as
State CAPE)

• Advocacy: Don’t want it to be FFA, so no to direct grants; instead, address academic loss or send to parents

EANS II (passed by Biden March 2021) 

• Need to demonstrate significant poverty to be eligible—dpt said “sig. poverty is 40%”

• When state applies, you can request an alternative number (many states have gotten 20% as significant poverty)

• State leaders need to negotiate with their reps to get that as low as possible

• Dpt has allowed states to reapply for EANS II with lower rate, as low as 18% but more at 20%

Highlight/quantify the low-income students that are being excluded (i.e. private schools with <20% poverty) 
(talk about number of students vs schools)

Build Back Better – George Tryfiates

• Universal PreK/Childcare part still alive (UPK)

• UPK- was a direct grant (i.e. FFA)

• Discrimination language removed from latest iteration

• CCDBG go to families (vouchers) so it shouldn’t be FFA, but in this law, it is written as FFA (explicitly)

• Historically administered by HHA, but now DOE

• HHA has a way to engage the exemptions

PUBLIC POLICY UPDATE

EANS - Jen Daniels, U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops

EANS I (passed in Dec 2020?)= 2.75 bill for non-pubs, spent by governor’s office- if you got a PPP you 
weren’t allowed to apply

Unspent EANS funds can get converted into GEER funds
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ERATE - Whitney Silverman, NAIS

• Internet and device connectivity

• Program & opportunity that’s outside of the traditional DOE sphere

• American Rescue Plan included Emergency Connectivity Fund, similar to E-RATE program (support for
internet connectivity & internal connections; discount matrix based on poverty level)

• Congress gave a federally appropriated amount at 100% discount level which included home & device
connectivity (not just school libraries) to close the “homework gap.”

• Unlikely additional funds to be allocated to this fund

• E-RATE window still currently open

Uses: Laptops, tablets, modems, routers, Wi-Fi hotspots 

Participation: Submit for reimbursement or have the vendor submit for reimbursement – second option circumvented 
FFA status & Vendor must have account in SAM.gov (private schools don’t have to register with sam.gov)

IDEA & Title VIII Guidance - Sr. Dale McDonald

Feb- new guidance for students who are parentally placed

• Every child suspected of having a disability is eligible and entitled to an evaluation

• Fam doesn’t have to pay for the eval

• There are appeals processes if parents don’t think evaluation has been done appropriately—can
complain to LEA or directly to the state

• If you feel the services aren’t up to par, you cannot fight about this

• Preferred method of delivery is on-site unless compelling reason

• Cannot deny religious provider right to provide services

Secretary of Education, Miguel Cardona @ CAPE Board Meeting
Photo courtesy of US  Department of Education

CAPE Board Memembers
Photo courtesy of US  Department of Education
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Learning Loss - Julie A. Vogel, PhD with Renaissance - 

(Catholic org) julie.vogel@renaissance.com

“To accelerate learning for all”

Longitudinal Study: started a year after COVID hit, 1-8th grade 

Had to have used STAR for two years consistently 

Largest longitudinal study of COVID-19 impacts

Percentile average learning loss 

• -4 percentile points: Reading

• -11 percentile point: Math

Student Growth Percentile (SGP): Consecutive seasons of below-typical growth 

Compares like peers to like peers

Accelerate, don’t remediate 

• Have to skip some content

• Focus on key areas

• Prioritize

Learning Accelerating Guide

Focus on day-to-day learning

• Begin with standards

• Standards represent a progression of end-of-grade-level expectations

Focus skills

- Building blocks of student learning

- Critical for learning at grade level

- Standards-based

Focus Skills Resource Center

www.renaissance.com/focus-skills
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